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Abstract

Objectives: Some children with learning problems (LP) experience speech-sound perception de®cits that worsen in background noise. The

®rst goal was to determine whether these impairments are associated with abnormal neurophysiologic representation of speech features in

noise re¯ected at brain-stem and cortical levels. The second goal was to examine the perceptual and neurophysiological bene®ts provided to

an impaired system by acoustic cue enhancements.

Methods: Behavioral speech perception measures (just noticeable difference scores), auditory brain-stem responses, frequency-following

responses and cortical-evoked potentials (P1, N1, P1 0, N1 0) were studied in a group of LP children and compared to responses in normal children.

Results: We report abnormalities in the fundamental sensory representation of sound at brain-stem and cortical levels in the LP children

when speech sounds were presented in noise, but not in quiet. Speci®cally, the neurophysiologic responses from these LP children displayed

a different spectral pattern and lacked precision in the neural representation of key stimulus features. Cue enhancement bene®ted both

behavioral and neurophysiological responses.

Conclusions: Overall, these ®ndings contribute to our understanding of the preconscious biological processes underlying perception

de®cits and may assist in the design of effective intervention strategies. q 2001 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Recent studies indicate that speech-sound perception

de®cits may contribute to the learning problems (LP) of

some children. In particular, these children have dif®culty

discriminating between acoustically similar sounds (Tallal

and Piercy, 1974; Tallal, 1980; Elliott et al., 1989; Stark and

Heinz, 1996; Kraus et al., 1996; Bradlow et al., 1999).

Moreover, these de®cits become worse in the presence of

background noise (Nabelek and Pickett, 1974; Elliott, 1979;

Bellis, 1996; Chermak and Musiek, 1997). While the under-

lying cause of speech-sound perception de®cits remains

controversial (Tallal and Piercy, 1974; Tallal, 1980;

Nittrouer, 1992; Studdert-Kennedy and Mody, 1995;

Denneberg, 1999), new evidence suggests that basic neuro-

physiologic processes related to stimulus encoding and

discrimination may be involved. Three recent studies have

begun to elucidate the biological bases of impaired speech

perception in some individuals with LP. First, poor readers

differed from good readers in neural recovery time of audi-

tory cortical responses to rapidly presented stimuli (Nagar-

ajan et al., 1999). Second, dyslexic individuals displayed

signi®cantly smaller far-®eld EEG amplitude modulated

following responses than normal subjects (McAnally and

Stein, 1997). Finally, a subset of children with LP showed

a signi®cant reduction in cortical responses to speech-sound

contrasts differing in rapid spectro-temporal elements,

consistent with their impaired behavioral discrimination of

those stimuli (Kraus et al., 1996).

Despite general acknowledgement that background noise

excessively taxes perception in most children with LP, little

is known about the underlying neurobiologic processes. The

®rst goal of this investigation was to determine whether

speech perception de®cits in some LP children are associated

with abnormal neurophysiologic representation of rapidly

changing speech features in noise re¯ected by potentials

generated at brain-stem and cortical levels. To accomplish

this aim, auditory brain-stem responses (ABR), frequency-
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following responses (FFR) and cortical-evoked potentials

were studied in a group of LP children and compared to

responses in normal children.

Evaluation of these electrophysiologic measures sepa-

rately and in combination provides a unique opportunity to

assess the integrity of central auditory stimulus-timing

mechanisms at various levels of the auditory pathway. For

instance, the ABR re¯ects neural activity synchronized to the

stimulus onset. It is generated by action potentials traveling

along axons in a pattern of short-duration, biphasic

responses. The magnitude of the ABR depends on a high

degree of synchronized ®ring among the neurons, such that

deviations of tenths of milliseconds are considered diagnos-

tic of brain-stem pathology (Starr and Don, 1988). If there is

excessive neural `jitter', which might occur in an impaired

auditory system, the separation of individual neural

responses by even a fraction of a millisecond could cause

responses to cancel each other out. The FFR also depends

on a high degree of neural synchrony. It re¯ects brain-stem-

generated, phase-locked responses to the low frequency

components of a stimulus (less than 800 Hz) (Worden and

Marsh, 1968). Differences between brain-stem and cortical

responses are particularly apparent in the overall spectra of

the evoked responses (ABR ,1 kHz, Boston and Moller,

1985; cortical potentials ,10 Hz, Moller, 1994). Cortical

responses re¯ect the summation of excitatory post-synaptic

potentials originating from multiple generator sites in

response to stimulus onset and other acoustic features of

the stimulus. These slow dendritic events can be separated

by several milliseconds and will still sum constructively.

Nevertheless, cortical potentials do depend on stimulus-

locked synchronous ®ring across neural ensembles.

The second goal of this study was to examine the percep-

tual and neurophysiological bene®ts provided to an impaired

system by acoustic cue enhancements typical of `clear'

speech (Picheny et al., 1986) in order to gain a deeper under-

standing of how processing de®cits can be overcome by the

speech signal. Research has shown that speakers naturally

alter the acoustic characteristics of their speech from a

`conversational' to a `clear' speaking style when the listener

is known to have speech perception dif®culties. The acoustic

characteristics of `conversational' and `clear' speech have

been well described (Picheny et al., 1986). The perceptual

bene®ts of `clear' speech have also been established (Picheny

et al., 1985; Gordon-Salant, 1986; Hazan and Simpson,

1998), and some of these features have been incorporated

into commercially available auditory training programs

designed for LP children (Merzenich et al., 1996; Tallal et

al., 1996).

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Subjects consisted of normal children (n � 9) and chil-

dren with LP (n � 9). The normal group included children

between the ages of 10 and 13 years (3 female, 6 male) with

no reported history of learning or attention problems and

scores within normal limits on standardized tests of learning

and academic achievement (Woodcock and Johnson, 1977,

1989; Wilkinson, 1993). The group with LP included age-

matched children (two female, 7 male) diagnosed clinically

with a reading-based learning disability (LD). Six of the 9

children were also clinically diagnosed with attention de®cit

disorder (LD/ADD). Because perceptual de®cits are known

to cut across diagnostic categories, children with different

clinical diagnoses (LD and LD/ADD) were combined in the

LP group (Kraus et al., 1996). Five of the LP children had a

history of expressive language de®cits and 3 children had a

history of middle ear infections. All subjects demonstrated

normal intelligence measured by the Brief Cognitive Scale

(IQ measure) of the Woodcock±Johnson Psycho-Educa-

tional Battery (scores .85) and normal peripheral hearing

sensitivity (,25 dB HL re: normal hearing level) from 500

to 4000 Hz. Children with LP performed signi®cantly

poorer than normal children on measures of auditory proces-

sing (Mann±Whitney: U � 0, P � 0:0002, two-tailed;

Woodcock and Johnson, 1977, 1989), reading (U � 4,

P � 0:0009, two-tailed; Wilkinson, 1993), spelling

(U � 3, P � 0:0007, two-tailed; Wilkinson, 1993) and

behavioral discrimination of ®ne-grained acoustic differ-

ences along a /da/ to /ga/ continuum in a quiet background

(U � 1, P � 0:0003, two-tailed; Kraus et al., 1996).

2.2. Behavioral perception

2.2.1. Stimuli

Five-formant synthetic speech syllables along an /ada/ to

/aga/ continuum were produced with a Klatt cascade/paral-

lel formant synthesizer (Klatt, 1980). The stimuli were

chosen because it has been previously shown that some

children with LP have dif®culty perceiving stop consonants

in general (for review, see Bradlow et al., 1999) and

/da/±/ga/ speci®cally (Kraus et al., 1996). The ®rst /a/

vowel was 50 ms in duration with a 40 ms formant transition

into the stop gap. The stop gap was followed by a 40 ms

formant transition containing a 10 ms release burst at the

initial portion of the transition and a 50 ms ®nal vowel /a/.

Vowel formant frequencies were 720, 1240, 2500, 3600 and

4500 Hz for F1, F2, F3, F4 and F5, respectively. Starting

frequencies for the consonant were 220, 1700, 3600 and

4500 Hz for F1, F2, F4 and F5, respectively. F3 varied as

described below. Stimuli had a fundamental frequency of

125 Hz. The voicing amplitude was stable across the stimu-

lus.

These acoustic parameters were used to design 4 separate

/ada/ to /aga/ continua. The stop gap duration and release

burst intensity of the stimuli in the ®rst continuum were

modeled according to the acoustic characteristics of

`conversational' speech while the second matched `clear'

speech features relevant to stop consonants (Picheny et
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al., 1986). Natural speech production from 4 young adult

speakers saying `I am going to say /ada/ now' conversation-

ally and again in a clear manner con®rmed ®ndings by

Picheny et al. (1986) that speakers increase the stop gap

duration and release burst intensity of plosives in `clear'

speech. Thus, in accordance with these measurements, the

synthesized `conversational' stimuli had a stop gap duration

of 50 ms, the consonant release burst to vowel intensity ratio

(CV ratio) was 218 dB sound pressure level (SPL) and the

total stimulus duration was 230 ms. The acoustic character-

istics and spectrogram of the `conversational' /ada/ are

displayed in Fig. 1a,c. For the `clear' stimuli, the stop gap

duration was increased to 130 ms, the release burst intensity

was increased by 10 dB SPL so that the CV ratio was 28 dB

SPL and the total stimulus duration was 310 ms. The acous-

tic characteristics and spectrogram of the `clear' /ada/ are

illustrated in Fig. 1b,d.

Both cue enhancements were applied uniformly to all

stimuli in the second continuum. In order to evaluate the

effects of each cue enhancement separately, only the stop

gap duration was lengthened to 130 ms in the third conti-

nuum. In the fourth continuum, only the release burst inten-

sity was increased by 10 dB SPL. Stimuli were presented

binaurally through Sennheiser HD 540 earphones at an

overall intensity of 65 dB SPL. Continuous broadband

Gaussian white noise was presented at 60 dB SPL.

2.2.2. Procedure

Just noticeable difference scores (JNDs) were obtained

using an adaptive tracking algorithm (parameter estimation

by sequential tracking, PEST) (Taylor and Creelman, 1967).

Ideal examples of the syllables /ada/ and /aga/ served as

endpoints of the continua and values of the synthesis para-

meters were interpolated linearly to generate the intermedi-

ate stimuli (Kraus et al., 1996; Walley and Carrell, 1983;

Carrell et al., 1999). The continua re¯ected a change in the

consonant's third formant (F3) onset frequency. F3 changed

from 2580 Hz for /ada/ to 2180 Hz for /aga/ in 40 steps of 10

Hz each. A detailed description of behavioral test proce-

dures has been previously reported (Kraus et al., 1999).

Both normal and LP subjects ®rst discriminated along the

`conversational' continuum in quiet. This procedure,

coupled with experience in discriminating /da/±/ga/ in

another study (Kraus et al., 1996), familiarized subjects

with the task so that subsequent differences could be attrib-

uted to true perceptual differences and not task performance.

Following the quiet presentation, all children discriminated

the `conversational' and `clear' continua in noise presented

in random order. In addition, 8 of the 9 LP children also

discriminated the third and fourth continua in noise to deter-

mine which cue enhancement (stop gap duration or release

burst intensity) was more bene®cial in ameliorating speech

discrimination de®cits in the LP population.

2.3. Electrophysiology

2.3.1. Stimuli

A 5-formant synthetic speech syllable, /da/, was produced

with a Klatt cascade/parallel formant synthesizer (Klatt,

1980). Requisite to recording ABR is the use of a short

stimulus with a brief rise time and a rapid rate of presenta-

tion. Thus, a 40 ms /da/ was constructed using the identical

acoustic parameters as the consonant and formant transi-

tions into the ®nal vowel of the /ada/ stimuli used in the
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Fig. 1. (a) Spectrogram represents the ®rst 3 formant frequencies (F1, F2 and F3) for the `conversational' /ada/ stimulus. (b) Spectrogram represents the ®rst 3

formant frequencies (F1, F2 and F3) for the `clear' /ada/ stimulus. (c) Stimulus waveform illustrates the acoustic characteristics of the `conversational' /ada/

stimulus. (d) Stimulus waveform illustrates the acoustic characteristics of the `clear' /ada/ stimulus. Note that the stop gap duration is lengthened to 130 ms and

the release burst intensity is increased by 10 dB compared to the `conversational' /ada/ stimulus.



behavioral experiment. Speci®cally, /da/ was composed of a

10 ms release burst and formant frequencies transitioning in

40 ms from /d/ to the vowel /a/. Stimuli had a fundamental

frequency of 125 Hz. Starting frequencies were 220, 1700,

2580, 3600 and 4500 Hz transitioning to 720, 1240, 2500,

3600 and 4500 Hz, for F1, F2, F3, F4 and F5, respectively.

Voicing amplitude was stable across the stimulus.

A cue enhanced /da/ condition, consisting of 10 dB SPL

ampli®cation of the release burst intensity (determined to be

the more important characteristic of `clear' speech from the

behavioral experiment, see below), was also studied.

2.3.2. Procedure

Aggregate neural responses were collected to both stimuli

in quiet and in noise. Speech stimuli were presented to the

right ear through an Etymotic ER-3 insert earphone at an

overall intensity of 80 dB SPL. Continuous broadband

Gaussian white noise was presented at 75 dB SPL.

Electrophysiologic measures included the ABR, FFR,

and cortical-evoked potentials. For the electrophysiologic

procedures, subjects sat in a reclining chair in an electri-

cally-shielded, sound-treated booth and viewed a video-

taped movie of their choice. The audio portion of the

videotape was held constant below 40 dB SPL and was

monitored by the subject's unoccluded left ear. All subjects

were instructed to ignore the sounds presented to the right

ear and to sit as quietly as possible. None of the subjects

experienced dif®culty in complying with these instructions.

2.4. Brainstem responses

The ABR and FFR were obtained with Cz active, fore-

head ground and right earlobe reference electrodes. Both

evoked potentials were collected simultaneously using a

10 ms pre-stimulus and 60 ms post-stimulus recording

window with a 20 kHz sampling rate. On-line bandpass

®ltering was from 100 to 2000 Hz. Stimuli were presented

with an interstimulus interval of 51 ms. Approximately

4000 responses were averaged for each condition.

2.4.1. Data analysis

2.4.1.1. FFR. Examination of the FFR was employed in

order to provide an overall assessment of the magnitude of

phase-locking to the stimulus fundamental frequency and its

harmonics. Visual inspection of the FFR revealed that the

phase-locked response was largest between 20 and 40 ms

across subjects. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was

performed on this portion of the averaged FFR in quiet

and in noise. Following the generation of the FFT, the spec-

tral components were divided into 3 frequency bins (0±200,

250±400 and 450±750 Hz) and amplitude values within

each bin were summed. Bin widths were designed to segre-

gate the major frequency component at 125 Hz correspond-

ing to the stimulus fundamental frequency into bin 1, and

the ®rst formant frequencies transitioning from 220 to 720

Hz into bins 2 and 3.

2.4.1.2. Stimulus-to-response correlations. Correlations

between the stimulus and response waveforms were

obtained as a measure of the `precision' of phase-locking.

Each individual FFR waveform was correlated with a

stimulus waveform template. Correlation coef®cients were

successively calculated as the stimulus waveform was shifted

in time relative to the FFR waveform. Subsequently, at a peak

delay between 5.6 and 8.1 ms, the correlation coef®cient (r)

value was assigned to the maximal r value within this latency

range. This range was determined by aligning the grand-

averaged FFR elicited by /da/ and the enhanced /da/ for all

normal subjects in both quiet and noise with the formant

transition portion of the stimulus waveform. Consistent

with previous reports, we observed that the peak latencies

of the FFR were equivalent in quiet and noise (Moushegian et

al., 1978; Bledsoe and Moushegian, 1980). Accordingly, the

same lag time range was used for both conditions.

2.4.1.3. ABR. The ABR was evaluated in order to assess the

integrity of the neurophysiologic response to the onset of the

stimulus. The amplitudes and latencies of wave V were

measured for each individual subject from their average

waveforms obtained in quiet and in noise. Wave V

latencies ranged from 5.6 to 6.6 ms in quiet and from 6.1

to 8.1 ms in noise for all subjects combined. Evidence to

support the labeling of this response as wave V is provided

by its response latency in quiet and in continuous

background noise. A pilot study evaluating changes in the

stimulus onset response to /da/ (80 dB SPL) in various levels

of background noise (70, 75 and 80 dB SPL) showed that

wave V latency increased and wave V amplitude decreased

systematically as the intensity of the noise increased. This

®nding is consistent with past research characterizing ABR

behavior in noise (Burkhard and Hecox, 1983).

2.5. Cortical potentials

Cortical-evoked responses re¯ecting behavioral auditory

perception (Cunningham et al., 2000) were obtained using

Cz active, forehead ground and nasal reference electrodes.

Eye movements were monitored and on-line rejected using a

bipolar supraorbital-to-lateral canthus electrode montage.

The recording window was 75 ms pre-stimulus and 500

ms post-stimulus, with a sampling rate of 20 kHz.

Responses were off-line bandpass ®ltered from 0.1 to 100

Hz. Speech stimuli were presented with an interstimulus

interval of 550 ms. Approximately 1000 responses were

averaged for each condition.

2.5.1. Data analysis

Cortical-evoked responses elicited by the /da/ stimulus

displayed a double-peaked response labeled P1 and P1 0,
the latter of which was more prominent (see Fig. 6). The

latencies (P1, N1, P1 0 and N1 0) and amplitudes (P1-to-N1

J. Cunningham et al. / Clinical Neurophysiology 112 (2001) 758±767 761



and P1 0-to-N1 0) were identi®ed for each subject by two

experienced testers who were `blind' to the subject's diag-

nostic category. P1 was identi®ed as the relative positivity

occurring within the range of approximately 50±90 ms. N1

was considered the early negativity between 100 and 120

ms. P1 0 was labeled as the positivity occurring between 150

and 170 ms. Finally, the large negativity within the range of

210±250 ms was labeled N1 0 for this study.

All non-parametric statistical analyses were two-tailed

comparisons with an a priori signi®cance level of 0.05.

Bonferroni corrections were applied to signi®cance values

for multiple comparisons.

3. Results

3.1. Behavioral perception

In the behavioral experiment, JNDs were obtained to the

`conversational' speech continuum in quiet and in noise and

to the `clear' speech continuum in noise for normal and LP

children. As expected, a comparison between `conversa-

tional' speech in quiet and in noise scores indicated that

both groups showed more dif®culty discriminating speech

in noise (Wilcoxon signed ranks test: normal, T1 � 45,

P � 0:008; LP, T1 � 45, P � 0:008). That is, a comparison

of `conversational' speech in noise scores between normal

and LP children indicated that the LP children were signi®-

cantly worse than their normal counterparts (Mann±Whit-

ney: U � 4, P � 0:0009). Importantly, the groups

performed similarly in their perception of `conversational'

speech in quiet1 and `clear' speech in noise as shown in Fig.

2a.

Follow-up testing with 8 of the LP children, using the

third and fourth /ada/ to /aga/ continua designed to focus

on each of the `clear' speech enhancements in isolation, (1)

lengthening the stop gap duration and (2) increasing the

intensity of the release burst, demonstrated that increasing

the release burst intensity was the more important acoustic

cue manipulation in noise. That is, in LP children the

perception of stimuli with the increased burst intensity in

noise was signi®cantly better than the perception of `conver-

sational' stimuli in noise (Wilcoxon signed ranks test:

T1 � 36, P � 0:012). However, the perception of stimuli

with lengthened stop gap duration in noise was not signi®-

cantly different from the perception of `conversational'

stimuli in noise. These results are illustrated in Fig. 2b.

3.2. Electrophysiology

3.2.1. Brainstem responses

3.2.1.1. FFR. The average brain-stem response for normal

children to /da/ in quiet is shown in Fig. 3. In quiet, the

magnitude of the spectral components (FFT) for the

response to /da/ were not signi®cantly different between

normal and LP children. In noise, normal children displayed

a signi®cant reduction in the magnitude of the spectral

content of bin 1 (Wilcoxon signed ranks test: bin 1,

T1 � 45, P � 0:007), whereas bins 2 and 3 remained

stable. In contrast, all 3 bins, re¯ecting the fundamental

frequency and F1 transition (0±750 Hz), were signi®cantly

diminished in LP children in noise (Wilcoxon signed ranks

test: bin 1, T1 � 44, P � 0:011; bin 2, T1 � 43,

P � 0:015; bin 3, T1 � 45, P � 0:007). Consequently,

Fig. 4a illustrates that the normal and LP children differed

J. Cunningham et al. / Clinical Neurophysiology 112 (2001) 758±767762

1 This result contrasts previous behavioral ®ndings using the stimulus

pair /da/±/ga/ in quiet and may be explained by differences in the acoustic

characteristics of each stimulus pair. In the behavioral discrimination of

/ada/±/aga/, the listener may use acoustic information from 3 speech

features to differentiate the speech-sound pair: the formant transition

from the initial vowel /a/ to the consonant /d/ or /g/, the consonant release

burst, and ®nally the formant transition from the consonant /d/ or /g/ to the

®nal vowel /a/. In contrast, the original `stripped down' /da/±/ga/ contrast

consists of only one of these acoustic cues: the formant transition (/d/ to /a/

or /g/ to /a/). Thus, the minimal acoustic cues used in the /da/±/ga/ contrast

are effective in delineating the perception of the normal and LP children in

quiet, whereas the /ada/±/aga/ pair is acoustically different enough not to

pose a perceptual challenge for the LP children.

Fig. 2. (a) Mean behavioral JNDs and standard errors for normal children

(n � 9) and LP children (n � 9) along /ada/ to /aga/ continua modeled

according to the acoustic characteristics of `conversational' and `clear'

speech. LP children demonstrated poorer speech discrimination than

normal children in noise and regained normal performance with cue

enhanced stimuli. (b) Mean behavioral JNDs and standard errors for chil-

dren with LP (n � 8) along 4 /ada/ to /aga/ continua in noise (conversa-

tional, lengthening stop gap duration (lengthened), increasing release burst

intensity (enhanced) and clear (combination of cue enhancement features)).

Speech discrimination signi®cantly improved in the enhanced condition.

Increasing the release burst intensity was determined to be the more impor-

tant cue enhancement for improving perception in this population.



signi®cantly in the magnitude of the spectral content for

bins 2 and 3 in noise (Mann±Whitney: bin 2, U � 17,

P � 0:031; bin 3, U � 7, P � 0:002). In response to the

enhanced /da/, the normal and LP children differed only

for bin 3 (U � 10, P � 0:005), as depicted in Fig. 3b.

3.2.1.2. Stimulus-to-response correlations. In quiet, the

individual stimulus-to-response correlation coef®cients

were similar between normal and LP children. In contrast,

correlation coef®cients in noise were consistently lower in

the LP children than in normal children (Mann±Whitney:

/da/, U � 10:5, P � 0:006; enhanced /da/, U � 4,

P � 0:0009). These correlation coef®cients are plotted in

Fig. 5. Interestingly in noise, the normal children

demonstrated stability in the stimulus-to-response

correlations, whereas correlations were decreased in LP

children. The result seen in normal children mirrors that

seen in an animal model using identical stimuli

(Cunningham et al., 2001), and the bene®cial rather than

detrimental effect of external noise in facilitating neural

activity in the auditory system (Lewis and Henry, 1995)

and other sensory systems (Douglass et al., 1993; review

in Wiesenfeld and Moss, 1995) is not unprecedented.

3.2.1.3. ABR. Again, the average brain-stem response for

normal children to /da/ in quiet is shown in Fig. 3. In

quiet, there were no signi®cant differences in wave V

latency or amplitude elicited by /da/ between normal and

LP children. With the addition of background noise, both

normal and LP children displayed a prolongation in wave V

latency and a reduction in wave V amplitude (Wilcoxon

signed ranks test: latency: normal, T1 � 44, P � 0:011;

LP, T1 � 45, P � 0:007; amplitude: normal, T1 � 45,

P � 0:007; LP, T1 � 44, P � 0:011). However,

comparison of wave V latency to /da/ in noise between

normal and LP children revealed that LP children

exhibited signi®cantly longer wave V latencies on the

order of 0.41 ms (Mann±Whitney: U � 19:5, P � 0:050).

There were no signi®cant group differences in wave V

amplitude in noise. In response to enhanced /da/ in noise,

no signi®cant latency and amplitude differences between

normal and LP children were seen.

3.2.2. Cortical responses

With cortical-evoked responses a similar pattern of differ-

ences between normal and LP groups emerged as shown in

J. Cunningham et al. / Clinical Neurophysiology 112 (2001) 758±767 763

Fig. 4. (a) Magnitude of the spectral content of the FFR waveform as shown

by FFT in normal and LP children to /da/ in noise. (b) Mean and standard

errors of the magnitude of the spectral content of FFT components between

450 and 750 Hz for normal and LP children. The groups were signi®cantly

different in relation to both /da/ conditions in noise. No signi®cant differ-

ences were seen in quiet.

Fig. 5. Mean and standard errors of the stimulus-to-response correlation

coef®cient r values for normal and LP children. The groups differed signif-

icantly in both noise conditions. No signi®cant differences were seen in

quiet.

Fig. 3. Stimulus waveform (/da/) and averaged brain-stem response for

normal children in quiet. Arrow indicates the onset response (wave V) of

the ABR. The FFR is also shown.



Fig. 6. In quiet, the characteristics of the cortical-evoked

response complex, P1/N1/P1 0/N1 0 latency and amplitude

did not differ between normal and LP children. In noise,

both normal and LP children showed a reduction in P1-to-

N1 and P1 0-to-N1 0 amplitude to /da/ (Wilcoxon signed

ranks test: P1-to-N1 amplitude: normal, T1 � 40,

P � 0:038; LP, T1 � 41, P � 0:028; P1 0-to-N1 0 amplitude:

normal, T1 � 43, P � 0:015; LP, T1 � 45, P � 0:007)

with no signi®cant adjustment in latency. However, the

P1 0-to-N1 0 response in noise demonstrated a signi®cantly

larger amplitude reduction in LP children compared to

normal children (Mann±Whitney: U � 16, P � 0:024)

(see Fig. 7). There were no signi®cant differences between

normal and LP children regarding P1 0 or N1 0 latency in

noise. The earlier waveforms (P1 and N1) showed no

group differences in latency and amplitude in noise.

However, these waveforms were small to begin with and

were nearly abolished in noise, thereby possibly obscuring

any group differences. Finally, there were no differences

between normal and LP children in latency and amplitude

in response to the enhanced /da/ stimulus in noise. Thus, the

group differences seen in P1 0-to-N1 0 amplitude in response

to /da/ were eliminated by the use of a cue enhanced stimu-

lus.

3.3. Relationship between behavioral perception and

electrophysiology

Finally, it was of interest to determine whether the child's

(normal and LP) ability to discriminate `conversational'

speech in noise had a relationship to their electrophysiologic

responses in noise. The relationship was examined using a

Spearman rank-order correlation coef®cient. Results indi-

cated that the JNDs to `conversational' speech in noise

were correlated with diminished magnitude of spectral

information in the 450±750 Hz range (rs � 20:48,

P � 0:050), reduced stimulus-to-response correlations

(rs � 20:53, P � 0:050), prolonged wave V latency

(Spearman rs � 0:52, P � 0:050) and decreased amplitude

of P1 0-to-N1 0 (rs � 20:59, P � 0:010).

Overall, these results demonstrated that this group of LP

children showed poorer speech discrimination coupled with

diminished neurophysiologic responses in background noise

compared to normal children. Moreover, both the perceptual

and neurophysiological responses of these children were

improved with cue enhanced stimuli. Table 1 provides a

summary of the results of these ®ndings.
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Fig. 7. Mean and standard errors of P1 0-to-N1 0 amplitude for normal and LP

children. The groups differed signi®cantly in P1 0-to-N1 0 amplitude elicited

by /da/ in noise. No signi®cant differences were seen in quiet or in relation

to the enhanced /da/ in noise.

Table 1

Summary of group differences pertaining to perceptual and neurophysiological resultsa

Response Quiet Noise Cue enhanced noise

Behavioral JNDs NL� LP NL ± LP NL� LP

FFR (FFT) NL� LP NL ± LP NL ± LP

Stimulus-to-response correlation NL� LP NL ± LP NL ± LP

Wave V latency NL� LP NL ± LP NL� LP

P1 0-to-N1 0 amplitude NL� LP NL ± LP NL� LP

a NL, normal children; LP, children with learning problems.

Fig. 6. Averaged cortical responses elicited by /da/ for normal and LP

subjects. The top traces are the evoked responses recorded in quiet (normal

children and LP children). Subsequent traces are the responses recorded in

noise (normal children and LP children). In noise, the prominent P1 0/N1 0

component was attenuated to a greater extent in LP than in normal subjects.



4. Discussion

Taken together, the electrophysiologic and behavioral

results demonstrate a difference between these normal and

LP children in the neurophysiologic representation and

perception of speech in noise. Speci®cally, group differ-

ences arose in the JNDs of `conversational' speech in

noise, the magnitude of the spectral content in the FFR,

the strength of the stimulus-to-response correlation coef®-

cients re¯ected in the brain-stem response, the latency of

wave V in the ABR and the amplitude of cortical potentials,

P1 0-to-N1 0. Because there were no differences between the

groups in quiet, the addition of competing noise provided

the means for unveiling perceptual and neurophysiologic

de®cits in LP children and for understanding why such chil-

dren may be particularly challenged in a real-world listening

environment such as a classroom.

The neurophysiologic mechanisms that may underlie

these perceptual de®cits are little understood. Recent studies

have shown that some individuals with LP have neurophy-

siologic de®cits which may be seen in responses originating

from the primary and non-primary divisions of the auditory

cortex (Kraus et al., 1996; Nagarajan et al., 1999). The

present study provides evidence that in certain LP children

impaired neurophysiological mechanisms also may reside

within sub-cortical auditory areas.

The FFR re¯ects the summation of neural activity

synchronized to the frequency components and integral

multiples of an auditory stimulus (Sohmer et al., 1977;

Dobie and Wilson, 1984; Wilson and Dobie, 1987). The

response can be elicited by a pure tone (Marsh et al.,

1972; Moushegian et al., 1973, 1978; Bledsoe and Moush-

egian, 1980; Bledsoe et al., 1982), a temporally complex

stimulus (Greenberg et al., 1987; Galbraith, 1994), vowels

(Greenberg, 1980; Galbraith et al., 1998) and digitized

words (Galbraith et al., 1995, 1997). Evidence pointing to

a neural (brain-stem) generator source for the FFR is

supported by the response latency (generally 6 ms), the

upper frequency limit of the response (2 kHz), and its beha-

vior under conditions of noise masking, eighth nerve

sectioning, cooling of the cochlear nucleus and anoxia

(Marsh et al., 1970, 1972; Moushegian et al., 1978; Bledsoe

and Moushegian, 1980). Speci®cally, data from both an

animal model and human studies using subjects with loca-

lized brain-stem lesions have implied neural involvement in

the higher brain-stem centers located near the inferior colli-

culus (Sohmer et al., 1977; Smith et al., 1975). However,

FFR recordings elicited by high intensity stimuli like those

used in this study may also contain a far-®eld cochlear

microphonic response (Sohmer et al., 1977; Stillman et

al., 1978). This potential re¯ects the electrical activity

generated by cochlear receptor cells in response to an audi-

tory stimulus.

The observed reduction of the high frequency spectrum

and diminished integrity of the FFR in LP children suggests

that mechanisms within the brain-stem or cochlea may be

responsible for the impaired representation of acoustic

information. The importance of neural synchrony in repre-

senting sensory events has been established. Internally-

generated synchronization of neural discharges has been

linked to sensory/motor/cognitive processing that may be

independent or loosely coupled to external stimulus events

(Riehle et al., 1997; Stopfer et al., 1997; Barinaga, 1998).

Nevertheless, it is the neural synchrony directly elicited by

external stimulation that is considered here. In the auditory

system, synchronous ®ring across a neural ensemble is

important for the representation of temporally dynamic

acoustic events prevalent in the speech signal, encoding

differences between steady-state and dynamic stimuli

(Eggermont, 1990), and is a means for preserving the repre-

sentation of signal features at high stimulus levels and in

noise (Sachs et al., 1983; Delgutte and Kiang, 1984). In an

impaired system, neurons within a population may ®re at

different onset latencies or phase-lock imprecisely, thus

forming an incomplete or `blurred' neural representation

of spectral events and fewer high frequency harmonics in

noise.

Evoked potentials currently are the only way to evaluate

neural synchrony in people. By de®nition, evoked responses

require synchronous ®ring of neural ensembles. Conse-

quently, these measures appear to be well suited for re¯ect-

ing the response patterns of neurons responsible for

encoding the acoustic complexities of speech in the normal

auditory system. In addition, evoked potentials may provide

diagnostic information for separating children with precon-

scious, auditory-based de®cits from those with higher level

processing problems.

This investigation also showed that the use of cue

enhanced stimuli improves speech-sound perception and

the neurophysiologic representation of stimulus features

that were degraded in noise (summarized in Table 1).

First, LP children performed signi®cantly poorer than

normal children on behavioral discrimination of `conversa-

tional' speech in noise. Second, the LP children achieved

normal performance on the same task using `conversational'

speech in quiet and `clear' speech in noise. Cue enhanced

stimuli are likely to improve speech perception either by

increasing the audibility of critical acoustic features (release

burst) that were masked in noise or by enhancing important

phonemic contrasts. Moreover, improved speech perception

may be attributed to a decrease in the exaggerated backward

masking noted in the LP population (Wright et al., 1997).

That is, an increased amplitude of the release burst (as seen

in cue enhancement) may reduce backward masking

produced by the following vowel.

The perceptual pattern prevails for the neurophysiologic

data as well. LP children demonstrated signi®cantly longer

wave V latencies and smaller P1 0-to-N1 0 amplitudes in

noise. Group differences in these evoked responses were

eliminated in quiet and to enhanced stimuli in noise. The

evoked responses that re¯ect stimulus onset encoding

(ABR, cortical potentials) were improved with cue
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enhanced stimuli. The only responses that did not improve

with cue enhanced stimuli were the FFR (measured by the

FFT and the stimulus±response correlations). Perhaps this is

because the FFR predominantly re¯ects neural phase-lock-

ing to the stimulus fundamental frequency and spectral

harmonics below 2 kHz and the release burst is composed

of higher frequency energy (2580, 3600 and 4500 Hz)

exceeding this upper frequency limit of this response.

This work has implications for speech-sound auditory

training in LP children. Presently, commercial auditory

training programs incorporate multiple cue enhancements

(two of which were evaluated here) to facilitate speech-

sound learning (Merzenich et al., 1996; Tallal et al.,

1996). Data from the present study suggest that ampli®ca-

tion of speci®c spectral regions in the speech signal

improves auditory system encoding and perception, and

may contribute to the success of these training programs

in some children. Moreover, animal experiments have

demonstrated that sensory cortex becomes restructured

with training (Jenkins et al., 1990; Recanzone et al.,

1993). In humans, pre-attentive neural responses to sound

can be altered by short-term perceptual learning (NaÈaÈtaÈnen

et al., 1993; Kraus et al., 1995; Tremblay et al., 1997, 1998,

2001). We speculate that auditory training to cue enhanced

stimuli may alter the neurophysiologic responses in LP chil-

dren and ameliorate speech perception de®cits.
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